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About This Game

A lethal pandemic swept through the globe, mutating vermin into an aggressive menace and threatening to snuff out the light of
humanity. Now my children, the survivors of the disease are rising back up, unwilling to let me become a hollow shell on the coast."

- The city of Nyheim

Nyheim is a game of risk management and rolling dice. In Nyheim you will gather a group of survivors, each contributing one
or more eight-sided dice to the party. When you rest or explore in a location, you roll the dice and attempt to get the results that
cards in the location require. Food, items and skills will grant you rerolls and ways to manipulate the dice, while injuries, threats

and hardships will reroll them when you don't want to or remove them altogether!

Your ultimate goal is to survive through the winter, gather enough population, or rebuild Nyheim's hydroelectric dam. Crises,
threats and ever-looming threat of starvation will make the road to victory harsh and unforgiving.
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Title: Nyheim
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Happy Hobgoblin
Publisher:
Happy Hobgoblin
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Finnish
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gt;frame rate: ultra
>??????????. I have no idea what is happening the screen just doesn't stop. I got a weapon that lazily throws grenades to the
right of me when I needed to be shooting things in front of me.. It only takes me about 5 minutes before I know if I like a game,
this game took me 30 seconds or less.. This game was okay in the moment, but then had too many random terms. I have been in
hetero relationships the entire time and all of a sudden I am dating the same sex randomly at the opening of a chapter. Wtf?? I
thought this was *my* character. I stopped playing after that. Nothing against same-sex relationships, but I perceived this as
more of a giant programming glitch or bad writing.. 10/10 would make it again with another cheap game =D :3. This game has
two interesting mechanics which are executed moderately well (cards which give special abilites and a dungion which you
build). However, that is all this game has to offer besides a couple of hours of grinding levels on one chacter.

This had potential to be a neich and amazing game but it simply doesn't have enough content or interesting mechanics to make it
good.
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I will probably be crucified for admitting this being a grown man ( well in theory or at least chronologically speaking anyway),
ut this both warmed my heart and brought tears to my eyes. hat a wonderful gift from the creators of Everlasting Summer which
was also an amazing gift as well that would have happily paid for. The shortness of this visual novel does not demonish the
richness and depth of the feelings it conveys. It pulls on the heart strings like as only a truly gifted Maestro directing a master
symphony could accomplish. From the bottom of my heart I thank everyone that had a hand in this as well as Everlasting
Summer. I will stop here because quiet frankly their are no words or far too many to express how these 2 stories have touched
and changed me deeply.. Great game if you enjoy obtuse grand strategy kind of like Paradoxs main games. But it is kind of
choppy even on a high end system and crashes within an hour every time. If that ever gets fixed get it but it has been forever.
Consider their WW1 game intead.. One of the best games about the first world war.This game I liked more than the battlefield
1. Just a gankbox ... might be fun if you were playing with a large group of friends or guild or something... runs pretty well,
handles slightly awkwardly but does the job I suppose ... worth trying for the free trial to see if it's your thing, but it wasn't for
me.. I like the Guilty Gear series but this is a horrible port of one of my least favorite games in the series, glad I only paid $1 for
it.. i dont like it
bad gameplay and graphics. Excellent first game. The developer has much promise for somebody their age. Worth supporting
100%. Keep up the excellent work.. insanly difficult.. only if you like getting slapped in the face.
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